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C H A P T E R

The Impact of
Business Intelligence

The user’s perception of the benefits received from BI will be proportionate to the 
degree of productivity increase or the amount of positive visibility that they receive. If a 
BI solution helps them look better, lets them do their job better, or makes them a hero, it 
is goodness as far as they are concerned.

This does not mean that they have to be direct users of BI tools. They can be beneficia-
ries with little or no interaction in a hands-on manner. Too many people evaluate BI 
solutions by the number of individuals performing work and not by the overall impact 
on the business.

Numerous customers have told me something like this: “We are a vendor tool shop.” 
The implication is that they have a large number of users performing hands-on work 
with a specific vendor tool or suite. Given the chance to delve deeper into their user 
community, I would find that five percent or fewer of the beneficiaries were actual cre-
ators and power users; the rest were passive consumers. There is nothing wrong with 
that picture. However, in light of the degree of involvement by the majority of the users, 
the ability to replace the vendor with another tool is often far less intimidating than it 
seems at first. 
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Let’s look at the following users and their relationship and involvement in BI activities: 

• The IT (information technology) Department
• Non-technical end users
• Business analysts
• External users
• The enterprise

BI solutions can be a blessing to work on or a curse. When the dust settles and the ini-
tial results begin popping on the screen, you can only hope that the response to all this 
work is positive and doesn’t cause a riot. If you see users looking for torches and tar 
buckets, do not run up the hill; you’ll always get caught, and there is nowhere to go but 
down. Ask them to hold the torches a bit higher so you can pave a new road with that tar 
they brought. 

The IT Department and Business Intelligence
One of the many roles I have filled in my career was that of BI technical support for 
several products. I do not remember a single time when someone called just to tell me 
that things were okay and there were no problems. There always seems to be a fire 
somewhere, and the person discovering it somehow always manages to find a bucket of 
gas, rather than water, to throw on it. Murphy and his laws reign supreme in this realm. 

Failure of a critical system or a lengthy delay in delivering a new one can have a huge, 
negative impact on the business. Most end users haven’t a clue just how demanding the 
role of an IT technician is. Users make assumptions about how computers work and 
what is required, and those assumptions are often so far afield that it is amazing they 
don’t still believe in the Tooth Fairy. Thus, IT has grown up with a need to work cau-
tiously and to discourage change. It is not fear of work or the unknown; it is the fear of 
failure with nowhere to go. 

Most of the technologies that we seek for BI solutions have components in which few, if 
any, IT staff will have any expertise. If we narrow the scope of the solution to “simple” 
query and reporting, we have to dabble in the following areas, among others:

• New workstation tools
• Workstation platform issues
• Connectivity
• Databases access, security, speed, and performance
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• Two-tier or three-tier topologies
• Size of results returned
• No results returned
• Runaway query (the “query from hell” syndrome)

IT knows that they invariably will be thrown into the mix to sort out problems for some 
if not all BI elements. There is a significant risk here coupled with the chance of being 
made the scapegoat for snags and failure. Unlike many end-users, IT professionals are 
keenly aware of the pitfalls when implementing any solution. Even when you have con-
siderable expertise in certain products or platforms, there is always a chance that a 
large, ugly problem will arise. Remember, Murphy lives here.

If an enterprise had a corporate strategy for BI and could clearly draw IT into the pic-
ture as a critical partner, far less internal strife would occur. The IT staff should be made 
to understand their role in BI solutions as it relates to the success and survival of the 
enterprise.

One of the only defenses that IT has against random acts of BI is to try to force an intel-
ligent and orderly evaluation process to select a tool or solution. I referenced the RFI/
RFP processes in an earlier chapter. I will reference them in other sections. 

When IT helps develop a list of questions and functions that are required, they normally 
will be totally unrelated to the business problem(s) at hand. Their primary purpose is to 
cover all their bases and ensure that the selection of BI tools doesn’t omit anything that 
may come back to haunt them later. IT will be concerned with the following:

• Platforms supported
• Growth and viability of the solution itself (scale, market position, and success)
• Databases and file formats supported
• Interoperability with existing IT infrastructure
• What other IT shops have to say about it
• Connectivity options
• Support structure and methods for problem resolution
• New version/release history and strategy
• Workstation issues: footprint for full client, thin-client architecture, etc.
• Processing efficiencies
• Tracking, measurement, governing resources (control and management 

elements)
• How to measure and manage growth
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• Backup/recovery options
• Dynamic failure and recovery 
• End-user functions (Many IT organizations assume the tool is the least of their 

worries as long as it performs query/reporting functions and gets the users off 
IT’s back.)

Most enterprises rarely give kudos to IT and its role in delivering BI solutions. Dating 
back to the early days of the Information Center, there is often a well-established nega-
tive history between IT and the users. By placing IT in a reaction mode position, there is 
far less room to maneuver than when there is a well-articulated and clearly understood 
BI strategy for the enterprise.

Let me cite an example of an IT/user disconnect. I once worked for quite a number of 
years on a mainframe 4GL that allowed a user to perform just about any action and cal-
culation on data. A customer I was training sent a number of “power analysts” to a class 
for this tool. The attitude within the account at the time was that it was inevitable they 
would “get off the mainframe and onto something more modern.” 

During the class, one individual seemed to have more questions than the others and 
wanted to work outside the scope of the exercises I had assigned. I set aside time to 
work on this individual’s data analysis problems and discovered he had been held at 
arm’s length by IT during a period when they were struggling to transform existing data 
into a radically altered form with some heavy mathematical calculations involved. The 
intended target for the new data was a newly defined data mart where these rather testy 
calculations would be provided for the users, and their reporting requirements would be 
minimal. 

It took about 45 minutes to create a procedure that delivered a subset of the data in its 
new form. In less than two hours, he was producing reports that had been on hold for 
more than six months. We took this exciting news to his IT support people, thinking this 
would be great news and an epiphany as it were. Au contraire. They were quite upset at 
my interference. This was not a “strategic” platform or tool in their view, and I had 
managed to sabotage their efforts.

Did the customer ever complete the task? I don’t know. I do know that they still have a 
mainframe and they still run this 4GL, albeit less aggressively than before. The sad thing 
to me was that the results could have been stored anywhere, including the new server that 
they had selected. It took 45 minutes to produce a result, and IT didn’t even want to dis-
cuss how it was done. I do understand IT’s position, but the proposed transformation 
methodology was one that would constantly make changes difficult to implement.
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Non-Technical End Users and
Business Intelligence

End users simply want a better way to solve data-related business problems. They want 
to be able to attain some degree of self-sufficiency in many cases. Others just want to 
have the results dropped in their mailbox or reader and go about doing their regular 
functions.

The difficulty lies somewhere between the intent and actual skill of each user. Some 
individuals are simply not technically inclined or simply do not have the time required 
to learn a tool as well as they need to. Regardless of attributes of any user’s profile 
(technical, non-technical, etc.), one of the first things that you must determine is the 
level of commitment they have to learning a tool and completing the necessary tasks. I 
will get into user segmentation later.

The impact of a well-conceived BI solution on end users can be staggering. You can 
search the web for success stories and discover a myriad of them. Many users learn 

I nvo l v e  I T  i n  t h e  P r o c e s s  a s  E a r l y  a s  Po s s i b l e

The business processes and complexity of calculations need to be a part of the entire
BI infrastructure. IT needs to clearly understand the data analysis requirements and
what may be necessary to turn the proposed new data into business results. If there is
a disconnection from storage to analysis, someone will have to make up the differ-
ence. That will typically fall upon the user who may or may not be able to pummel
the data into submission.

It is also extremely important to acknowledge IT’s role in the success of a BI project.
In many cases, the ultimate triumph and lion’s share of the kudos goes to the vendor
who put the results on the glass. In other words, the technology that is deemed
responsible for delivering the report/chart/output will be the one most likely given
the credit for the entire solution. Those who sell BI solutions understand that despite
the many machinations required behind the scenes to get them enabled, the party
responsible for “seizing the glass” (carpe silica) will most often be given the credit.

BI solutions just mean work to IT. The impact often is unplanned and unpredictable.
The exposure of having to make a query and reporting tool or a mining product (or
any other new technology) work is often a huge strain.

IT should be acknowledged as the linchpin of all computer-based solutions affecting
the enterprise. The critical nature of corporate BI work requires active and intimate
IT involvement.
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about these successes and assume that they can produce similar or more spectacular 
results within their own realm.

The delivery of critical new business information can change the course of an entire 
corporation. Significant discoveries such as massive fraud are commonplace using data 
mining components. The brass ring is out there for the users, and it is possible to grab it. 
However, lack of skills and critical data optimized for BI often create an impenetrable 
barrier to success.

Most end users have Excel or some other spreadsheet installed and have some degree of 
facility with it. The ability of spreadsheet products to perform some relatively complex 
calculations and analyses is often the basis for end users’ assumptions about query and 
reporting tools. I have heard users say, “Gee! If a little thing like a spreadsheet can do 
all this stuff, I can’t imagine what a power tool like the one you’re suggesting can do!” 
This reaction is a bad omen.

It is difficult to explain that a row/column-oriented tool works in a sometimes rigid and 
inflexible manner, whereas a spreadsheet allows you to work on several ranges and 
shapes of ranges independently. I ask that they not be hasty in trivializing the power of a 
spreadsheet. The major problem with a spreadsheet application is the limitation on the 
amount of data sheets can handle.

The single greatest impact on the user community is time. Users will spend a substantial 
amount of time trying to learn the tools and the new system that will initially be unpro-
ductive. It’s a bit like learning to play a guitar. The new player can’t make both hands 
work, everything sounds terrible, and the player seems to forget everything between 
attempts. Suddenly, the tool’s paradigm and behavior begin to make sense and new 
analyses take substantially less time to perform than the early ones. However, if the user 
wants a quick-in and quick-out BI solution, he is not the appropriate one to be involved 
in the early efforts and most certainly not the one who should lead the charge.

The tools with which most users are equipped today are a result of the many “suites” 
provided by various PC software vendors. The typical user has a spreadsheet, a word 
processing package, a graphics creation and display package, and some form of browser 
permitting internal and possibly external site access. Many customers have imple-
mented a portal or have developed a portal, which has a set of applications and informa-
tion sites available. The population with BI query/reporting tools installed is 
considerably smaller…so far.

Let’s assume that our enterprise (or department, functional area, etc.) has tired of its 
current analysis capabilities and that we have done due diligence in selecting a vendor’s 
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BI offering and can now pummel our data into submission and get the results for which 
we have been clamoring.   

The end users finally have their “intuitive” query tool and access to the newly created 
data…and they can’t produce the result they desperately need. They find it easy to grab 
a few columns and produce or total this grouped by that, but the more complex require-
ments appear to be a bit more difficult than they were lead to believe. Most BI solutions 
go through a series of phases during the cycle from pre-sales to successful implementa-
tion. The user phases traditionally follow this pattern:

• Security/complacency: “We have always been able to dump data into Excel 
somehow and get most of the results we require. Analysis could be much better 
for us given the proper tools.”

• Frustration: “We simply cannot get the results and answers that we need from 
the data we have been given and the tools we have in-house.”

• Excitement: “We think that we know what we want and have been given a 
mandate (and hopefully a budget) to go shopping!”

• Power: “These vendors really grovel, don’t they?”

• Skepticism: “Let’s have a ‘bake-off’ to see which of these vendors is telling 
the truth.”

• Relief: “We have selected a winner, and the contract is signed.”

• Expectation tinged with some frustration: “The install is/is not going so 
well. We are getting a little worried, but we know it’ll be okay.”

• Euphoria: “The tools are installed, and we have been given access to the data.”

• Sobriety: “End-user training or first experiences with the tool indicate that 
there is a bit more to learn than we thought.”

• Skepticism: “Maybe the other tool was better than I thought! Simple things are 
simple, but this IF-THEN-ELSE need we have is a bit hard to figure out.”

• Frustration: “I can’t get this ##@!^%%$ tool to do what I want!”

• Security/complacency: “We have always been able to dump data into Excel 
somehow, and I’ll use the add-in for the new one and go back to what I was 
doing before.”

This is a bit flippant and not exactly what you will see in every scenario. But I guaran-
tee that it will happen more often than not if the end users are not intimately involved in 
the entire gamut of BI activities. Part of the problem lies in the users’ expectations of 
what a query tool will allow them to do easily, if at all. 
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The users of BI solutions normally fall into three major categories with very different 
skill sets and requirements. We will deal with user segmentation in a later chapter, but 
for now let’s acknowledge that there are distinctly different users (and abusers) of data, 
as depicted in Figure 4-1.

Note that there is no indication of the roles or responsibilities of the users. It is safe to 
assume that the majority of managers or executives will not be among those who will 
“push the envelope” of technology as a hands-on user. They will, however, be those 
who demand the most complex results. Let’s define these segments:

• Heavy analysts: Those who have an IT background or have become amazingly 
capable at handing any tool given them, regardless of their IT training. These 
are the “heat-seeking missiles” that thrive on problem-solving and are capable 
of delivering the greatest ROI for their analyses of anyone in the enterprise.

• Casual and ad-hoc users: Those who can perform a range of tasks such as 
report creation or can take someone else’s template and make modifications to 
handle their own requirements. Most often, they are departmental area 
individuals and provide information for others, but typically are not decision-
makers.

Figure 4-1 End user segmentation by technical skills.

Heavy
Analysts

Casual and
Ad-Hoc usage

Consumers80%+

5-10%+

2% or less

End User Segmentation by Technical Skills
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• Consumers: Those who primarily benefit from the output and efforts of others. 
This set of users will encompass the widest array of users in the enterprise and 
will include the senior management and key executives in the enterprise. These 
are people who have no skill in computers, have no need nor time to learn a 
tool, or are key decision-makers. 

One consistent error that many customers make in implementing BI solutions is that 
they do not follow the path of information required, creation, control, and flow. Pay 
attention to the users who will actually interact with the tool. If they are going to be 
required to pummel the data in order to create the desired outcome, the length of time to 
affect the business with BI will be longer than necessary. You should begin with the 
questions that need to be answered, not a theoretical view of the data that may be 
required to deliver results. Cater to the business users who will spend time with the 
tools; they will deliver creative new information.

One of my former employers used to constantly harp, “Activity does not equal success.” 
In other words, just because you are running around and pumping out lots of “stuff,” 
your contribution to the bottom line may be nil. You may have acquired a tool and are 
creating a myriad of new output items, but that does not mean that you are engaging in 
successful BI activities. What do I mean by follow the flow?

BI output is of little value if it is not shared and produced with a specific purpose. One 
must follow the flow of information requests and business requirements, not just create 
a flurry of output that may be of interest to some.

Let’s assume that someone within the enterprise has responsibility for a new product or 
service that is to be rolled out in the next six months. We have a definite lack of infor-
mation and inadequate analysis today for our current products and/or services. Do we 
fix the current information deficit? Do we let the new effort continue because we have 
had product successes before? Do we build a new application and reporting model for 
the new product or service and retrofit this to our existing data later? Do we do nothing? 
How about a vote?

The chance of stopping any major initiative because the underpinning data and analysis 
are inadequate is something like none. We are going to improve or attempt to improve 
our product line or services. It should, however, make us pause and ponder what might 
be done in the six months we have until the actual rollout. Providing timely information 
is the core of BI. But this information should have a purpose and a goal. 
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End users will be far more likely to ride out the rough parts of any BI solution’s imple-
mentation if they perceive that a definite benefit will be obtained. I mentioned the flow 
of information creation and control. Regardless of the level of technical expertise that 
the user may have, information flow in a BI solution must reach the decision-makers, or 
the perceived benefits of doing BI will fall far short of their true potential. 

Using our new product example, where would a BI solution be relevant to the end 
users?

• Sales issues: This covers current sales and market penetration with our existing 
products. What do we expect to sell, and in what time frame? How will we 
measure our success? What customer base and information will we have? What 
will we need? How will we measure success? You are welcome to add to the 
list, because it is far from complete.

• Marketing issues: How are we going to announce, promote, and advertise? 
What marketing budget have we allocated to support this new effort? How will 
we measure our success? How will we measure the customer reaction and map 
our projected penetration with our actual penetration? Again, you are free to 
add to the list.

• Financial issues: What is the cost of all this new product activity? Do we have 
a clear set of metrics to deliver for our cost/benefit analysis and other reporting 
or information requirements? Do we have clearly defined measurements based 
on goals and results to provide accurate and timely information about the 
success or failure of the project? Please add more here if you wish. 

Note that there is nothing about what features and functions of the data and reporting 
are required to deliver the information. There is also no specific list of who needs to see 
the information. It may be that one of our “consumers” is the key individual for the 
project. This person may receive four small, terse reports with figures and information 
that were gleaned from a variety of sources. This data may have taken two heavy ana-
lysts and lots of data manipulation in which the user was never remotely involved. The 
critical factor is that we delivered the correct information to the key decision-maker and 
let him do his job. That is what BI is all about for the end user.

If I hear a litany of techno-geek requirements coming from the mouth of an “end user,” 
I probably have on my hands an IT person in disguise. Users rarely, if ever, care how the 
work is done; they just want it done. The enterprise implementing BI must be con-
cerned with delivery of information to levels where it can make a difference. Would you 
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consider the ability to deliver 500 reports about all your product and territory failures a 
mark of achieving BI success?

Business Analysts and Business Intelligence
These are the heat-seeking missiles for BI tools. These are the two to five-percent-ers 
who could probably figure out how to fly an F-14 if you gave them a manual and 
showed them where you put the keys. They are usually the ones to deliver the greatest 
amount of new and creative BI information. This is especially true if the analyses are 
complex. They are also those most commonly tapped along with IT to define the 
requirements for the tools in RFP/RFI situations. 

“Ease of use” is a term that everyone tosses in to any equation related to BI. This term 
is not really applicable to an analyst unless you have an offering that requires assem-
bler programming. No, the key issues with this group are “How broad a set of func-
tions does it support, and how will I learn it?” They know well the inherent pratfalls 
of delivering analysis and are mostly concerned with the tool’s ability to help them 
complete a solution.

D o  N o t  M a k e  N o n - Te c h n i c a l  U s e r s  Pe r i p h e r a l  P l a y e r s

BI can be Nirvana or Hades for the non-technical user. Without an intelligent plan
based on the actual analytics required and how the data will be accessed and ana-
lyzed, the end users simply become part of the problem. They are the ones most
deeply affected by any and all aspects of BI. They have the most to lose and the least
amount of control over the processes. 

IT types and analysts will find a way to get their processing done. They know how to
get to data and how to use tools. End users have less skill, and this increases as users
move up the corporate food chain. However, the real beneficiaries of BI and those
who can make the greatest change to the bottom line are often the non-technical
recipients of its output. They need to have a vehicle to make their needs known, and
they must be made to understand the complexities of the analyses they require.

For these users, BI will be a realm of feast or famine. They will succeed or fail and
be in a position where there is no middle ground. The worst thing that happens is that
the end users achieve partial success and never receive the real value that could have
been attained. What will happen…and it will happen…is that another BI panacea
will be attempted later or in another business area and probably with a different prod-
uct. Cyclic partial successes are symptomatic of BI without thorough planning. They
will all be costly.
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This is also the group with a keen interest in major functional enhancements or signifi-
cant new analysis capabilities for products; and they would do the first testing. Data 
mining products and algorithms are one example of new territory that they would not 
fear to tread. Their eyes are on the end results, and they are willing to take extremely 
difficult steps to produce them.

These are also the individuals whom many vendors step lightly around due to the depth 
of their inquiries about products, features, and functions. If this crowd shoots down the 
proposed solution, there is very little chance that it will come in via the back door or 
any other alternate path. They are often the gatekeepers for what constitutes the 
accepted BI tools. The dilemma is that they often cannot relate well to users who cannot 
use the chosen solution components.

One key to working with this group and making them an integral part of the entire BI 
effort is to harness their capabilities and incredible knowledge for an application to 
deliver the most significant analytics. As an example, a typical consultant’s exercise is 
to walk through the data proposed and the new values expected and determine how the 
results will be produced. The typical analyst can perform this as well. A consultant 
needs to know whether data is intended to be delivered as is, whether it will be derived, 
what the calculation is, how often it will be recalculated and refreshed, and so on. If we 
put this in tabular form, it might look something like Table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Data for use in the XYZ department

Name Static Derived
Derived 
from...

Source 
DB

Target 
DB

User 
Defined

Update 
Process

Frequency 
of Update

Used 
by...

Sales Y N N IMS etc. DB2 
Sales 
Table

N By ... Weekly on 
batch run 

ABC

Sales 
Analysis

Expense Y N N Oracle 
etc.

DB2 
Sales 
Table

N By ... Nightly run 
of the DEF 

job

Sales 
Analysis

Profit N Y Formula 
using 

process 
123 etc.

N/A DB2 
Sales 
Table

N Ware-
house 

building 
step 345

... Sales 
Analysis
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This is not an all-encompassing representation, but you get the idea. A technical user 
would try to figure out how to do all steps on his own with the tools provided. IT would 
have a massive and thorough flowchart to capture all the salient points in data transfor-
mation, including key metadata capture. 

ETL (extraction, transformation, load) functions should be left in the hands of IT. 
Numerous tools can perform these functions. This is an area in which you can create 
synergy points among the IT staff, analysts, and end users because the many data-
related steps must be articulated. 

Rather than provide a tabular format, I find it to be a tremendously positive exercise to 
walk through a step-by-step exercise of data transformation and building with all asso-
ciated players (as illustrated in Figure 4-2).

I remember walking through a proposed OLAP solution with a large financial institu-
tion in early 2001. The session had been arranged after a series of conference calls with 
IT and some of the proposed end users. 

Figure 4-2 Talking about data and how information is derived.

VSAM Other ...

Target
BI Database

 Field name 

Updated every Sunday night by the XYZ job. 
New data values are unavailable until 3am 
every Monday am. 

Existing sales information is updated by the 
ABC job which cannot run until XYZ is 
completed.

Sales information is kept up to date on a 
weekly basis. We do not store it at the field 
rep level we store it at the Branch Level. 
Detailed information is still held in VSAM so 
extractions at this level need to be done by ...

 Sales 

Column name 

Continuously updated but selection of values 
must match that of the VSAM extraction thus 
we match by date using ...

We run the update via ... which assures us 
that we do not get out of sync with the sales 
information update. If this fails we have to 
backout the sales information as well

This information is merged with the sales 
data to calculate the new values and apply 
adjustments 

 Adjustments  

Wait, w
e thought that adjustments

Wait, w
e thought that adjustments

Wait, w
e thought that adjustments

Wait, w
e thought that adjustments

were done by ... ?!

were done by ... ?!

were done by ... ?!

were done by ... ?!

Not true,  we changed that a month agoNot true,  we changed that a month agoNot true,  we changed that a month agoNot true,  we changed that a month ago
to do ...to do ...to do ...to do ...
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What emerged very early in the chalk-talk was the fact that critical historical data had 
never been loaded and verified as accurate in the customer’s emerging data warehouse. 
The usage scenario required the users to drill-back to underpinning detailed data; with-
out it, the value of the solution was simply not adequate. As we went deeper into the 
proposed solution, we realized that the timing was wrong. It’s not pleasant as a software 
vendor when you have to just walk away from a sale. But it was the proper thing to do. 
Eventually, we will deliver an OLAP solution with the proper business value and neces-
sary functions to this customer. They, however, have lots of work to do, and it has not 
been completed as yet.

What typically happens in walk-through scenarios is that the interaction among the key 
players will create a common ground for discussing what values will be created, how 
they will be derived, and how they will be used. For the analysts, it quickly shows them 
where derivations versus statically created and stored values will occur. Both the ana-
lysts and end users are able to determine whether the values that they require will be 
available in the data itself or whether they have to be derived. 

A l l o w  t h e  A n a l y s t s  t o  A p p l y  T h e i r  B u s i n e s s  K n o w l e d g e

BI is often one big adventure for the analysts. It is the difference between watching a
land mammal struggling through the water (organized drowning) and watching a sea
otter expressing sheer joy at being an aquatic creature. Most of the IT staff and end
users will struggle with many elements of BI simply by the nature of how they are
forced to interact with it.

The analysts work with data. They work with logic and formulae. They work on
those “word problems.” It is highly advantageous to harness their energy and capac-
ity in delivering high-powered BI solutions that affect the business. It is equally dis-
advantageous to measure them or involve them in the tools evaluation process as
their primary role. The less information derived by the analysis tools, the easier the
BI implementation will be and the wider the range of individuals interacting directly
with the data.

I suggest that the heavy analysts be extremely involved in the business math, but not
used as litmus paper for “Can we do it?” scenarios. Of course they can, but that
reduces BI to a small population of analysis “literati.”
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External End Users—The Extranet Environment
Despite the seemingly global “cratering” of the dot.com industry, the majority of us 
have to do business on the Internet. For those of us who utilize a vendor’s online ser-
vices, we will be picky and demanding and seldom forgiving. 

For example, I am a guitarist by hobby, and I tend to buy lots of gadgets. Many of these 
items are available via a multitude of providers who sell via the Internet. I shop for the 
best price, but I also shop based on speed of delivery. That is, not delivery of the items, 
but delivery of the pages in my browser. I have visited several recommended sites 
where I couldn’t get in, had difficulty navigating, or worst of all, couldn’t check out! 
Here I was ready and willing to risk my entire financial security system by providing 
personal data on the Net, and the site had me trapped in the “What in the $$#@@# do I 
do next!” zone.

Your success or failure in delivering BI via an extranet architecture will be measured on 
your ability to deliver timely and accurate information in the format that the recipient 
wants. If there are changes required, you had best be able to deliver them and do so in a 
manner that does not impact the existing install base. It’s amusing at times to see all the 
endorsements some companies put on their web sites. “Powered by Bob’s Buggy 
Whips” or some such meaningful information. “Outsiders” don’t care. 

Today, many firms are allowing external customers to perform their own queries and 
produce their own reports. In such an environment, the data had best be accurate and 
easy to work with. External customers may have some very specific requirements, such 
as a quarterly sales report. You must incorporate the external users’ requests as early in 
the data creation cycle as possible.

The vendors selling query and reporting tools today will have to provide a solid extranet 
strategy and set of deliverables. What should you look for? What is the most important 
set of parameters for evaluating such tools? First and foremost, the tool has to fit in with 
your data infrastructure. You cannot take chances with new database technologies that 
are required by a particular tool, even if it is the most attractive one that you are consid-
ering. You are looking at a 24x7 world, and you simply have to be up and available. 

Next, the tool must be able to easily create the output and styles required without hav-
ing to apply lots of IT resources to customize it. You do not have the time to constantly 
react to subtle changes. Unlike internal users who may have a legacy of reports and 
styles about which they can get a bit vociferous, external users will take what you give 
them as long as it clearly delivers meaningful information.
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Security, security, security. There are tools that provide the ability to create a single 
report and “burst” it into multiple reports for different users and customers. Woe unto 
you should the security fail and you deliver to a customer information that she should 
not see. The emergence of extranet delivery for BI has placed a severe strain on vendors 
and their customers. The ultimate judge—the consumer—is not even remotely involved 
in the process, other than to like what he receives with no thought of how it got there. 
Consumers are extremely unforgiving and critical.

Unlike EDI (electronic data interchange) systems, much of the external customer inter-
action with BI will be random, ad hoc, and unpredictable. Just like any query into a 
database system, the result could be a small set of data or it could be a large one. If you 
have a set of external customers with known, predictable output requirements, it is in 
your best interest to examine “push” technologies with which you create the results at 
one time and deliver at another.

Because even your internal users are mostly the BI consumer type, why risk extensive 
ad-hoc efforts on external customers? It seems to me that the best approach is to assign 
a resource to be responsible for identifying what external customers most commonly 
need. If there are a few very critical and “picky” ones to which you have to cater, do this 
as a special project. 

It is better to proactively push information to your external customers and survey them 
to see if it meets their needs. If some customers require ad hoc, you may be able to 
deliver an analysis-oriented dataset in the form of a spreadsheet or some other format 
and work with them on how it may be manipulated.

One additional consideration is the very strong need to ensure data integrity and accu-
racy upon input from external sources. Sometimes, it is impossible to correct informa-
tion that has been entered in the past and that contains flaws or inaccuracies. If this data 
is going to be used in other BI related applications, get it accurate the first time. 

I am still receiving two expensive catalogs from the same provider because I misspelled 
my last name on input while performing an Internet inquiry. I have notified the provider 
of the error, but they cannot seem to correct it. I get one catalog for Mike Biere and 
another for Mike Beire. These are costly items, and I can’t help but wonder how many 
duplications and redundant shipments they make because there appears to be no way to 
correct this error!
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Business Intelligence and the Enterprise
It has been my experience that few, if any, BI ventures are made and executed at the 
enterprise level. Yes, I know I keep saying that. The prevalence of multiple tools and 
multiple databases in multiple departments and functional areas is indicative that there 
is no central control point. There is no “common good,” so we witness multiple acts of 
random analysis with little or no thought of central coordination.

You say, “Wait! We have a data warehouse in operation. Isn’t that the heart of establish-
ing an enterprise-wide view?” Perhaps, but I submit that if you have a core source of 
data, but you perform massive numbers of extractions and embellishments of informa-
tion (we’re not talking about data marts here), you have a disconnected analytics envi-
ronment.

E x t r a n e t  U s e r s — D e a l i n g  w i t h  t h e  U n k n o w n

Get a set of test pilots from your users and have them drive your offerings. Under-
stand what they will look for and why. Work with the processes from creation to
delivery of BI output and make no assumptions. Many users are flattered to be asked
to participate in such efforts. Look at your competition, and survey mutual customers
if at all possible.

Do not base your extranet BI delivery on BI tool vendor claims. Get references, start
a pilot project, get feedback, and make sure that you can easily change things based
on what the users require.

I was working for a consulting firm several years ago when we had a request to assist
with delivery of an extranet solution. The customer was about to lose two of its larg-
est customers to competition. Its foe had been delivering information via the web for
months, and our customer was starting to panic. We put together a demo using tools
with which we had significant expertise and showed the customer a working solution
in less than two days. The committee evaluating the solution had a couple of individ-
uals who had a technology agenda, and our solution did not fit their preconceived
notion. It was nixed, and we thanked them for their time. Not long after that, they lost
both customers. I spoke to one of our inside “friends” months later to see if they had
finally delivered a solution. They had spent a significant amount of money for a sys-
tem sanctioned by the “technology agenda” folks, and it had failed entirely. These
individuals were let go, and months later I scanned the customer’s web site. It hadn’t
improved from the days when we provided our solution; since then, they have
slumped far behind in their industry.

You have to deliver, and you have to do it in a timely manner. That should be your
extranet user agenda.
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I have seen countless situations in which a client has different extraction jobs for the 
same data for different tools. In most cases, the extraction is stored in the tool’s propri-
etary data format, so we are looking at nn copies of the same data. Different tools are 
being used to analyze the same records, and I would bet a reasonable amount of money 
that the same results would not emerge from two or more different tools performing 
similar analyses. Somewhere the “extra” steps of transform, cleanse, and adjust will 
have to be done, and the success will vary by tool.

If you have a value held in one area that is not to be available to another, you must have 
a driving business reason to do so. If you have multiple sources of the same information 
created and captured in different areas, you are asking for trouble. If you are not moni-
toring and working BI at an enterprise level, there will be islands of information. 

However, there are also situations in which various groups will define and determine 
the same value differently. How does an enterprise handle this? An enterprise may 
decide to use a prefix to delineate the fact that derivations exist. It is not a quality busi-
ness practice to allow the proliferation of the same value name, such as profit among 
varying groups, and say, “Oh well, that’s the way we do things here to keep the users 
happy.”

Have you been involved in a situation where a vendor’s tool is so well entrenched and 
used to deliver results outside the scope of IT that there is no way to substitute it if there 
were a business need to do so? Several mainframe software vendors have been under 
pressure to do something with their prices. There has been a trend to charge more for 
some of these host-based tools, and the customer’s view is that it is being held hostage. 
It is difficult to displace a tool in which you might have thousands of analytic “objects” 
(queries, reports, procedures, etc.) used all over the place. You don’t know exactly what 
many of them do (nor do the users), but you are afraid to delete them.

IT staff members will sometimes state, “We want users to have the freedom to secure 
their own solutions and tools. We in IT have been a bit heavy-handed in the past, so 
we’re not going to engage in contention and arguments as we used to.” This is not a 
high-school popularity contest; this is an area where an end-to-end architecture can 
change your business. It is an area in which you may outstrip the competition and possi-
bly weather a difficult business climate that others do not survive.

The end users will rail, “We are tired of waiting for the data! We’re always an after-
thought, and we can’t wait anymore. We know the data is there, some power tools are out 
there, and we are going to control our own destiny!” In every BI scenario, there will be 
IT involvement, and few users will be able to solve their word problems…end of story. 
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At the enterprise level, there isn’t time for this. We have to look at how we structure our 
core information and how it is used across the business units. We need to know where 
enhancements and embellishments are required and how to handle them. Our goal 
should be a single version of the truth for analysis. The problem of providing a central 
BI competency is the same for any enterprise, regardless of scope or industry type. 
There is no central plan. No one “owns” BI at the corporate level. 

The most common level dealing with these issues is the Manager of Data Warehousing. 
Such managers have a series of tasks that seem impossible due to the sheer volume of 
data and sources to pull together. There are additional pressures applied due to some 
high-powered vendor solutions (e.g., CRM or ERP) that have been purchased and must 
be rolled into existing systems or vice versa. 

What’s the impact of BI at the enterprise level? Probably nil, you might say. Can this 
change? Yes. What do we do to affect this? Read on.

Let’s spend some time on segmentation of end users by type and build a pyramid of 
both users and the tools that they may require. Remember that we need to clearly delin-
eate between what a tool is designed to deliver and what skills and time investment the 
user is willing and capable of providing.

D e s c r i b e  Yo u r  E n t e r p r i s e  V i e w,  a n d  P l a n  f o r  B I

Can you articulate your corporate BI strategy? I have asked this question hundreds of
times and have had an occasional “yes.” However, when the respondent begins to
elaborate, it nearly always comes out that they have a data warehouse strategy. When
pressed about the plans and processes about “the math,” there is usually no reply. 

One of the reasons that it is so impossible to provide is the lack of emphasis on the
importance of BI and what it can mean to the corporate bottom line. BI is not about
query and reporting; it is about a paradigm shift and how data is created, manipu-
lated, and used to make business units fleet of foot. It is about creating new
approaches to delivering critical information and minimizing the means of doing so.
Later, we will provide a set of questions and checklists to help you if you decide that
an enterprise view of BI is desirable and are not sure where to start.
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